
Health & Fitness Advisory Committee
Approved Meeting Minutes

November 14, 2022

The meeting of the Health and Fitness Advisory Committee was virtual and came to order at
7:04 pm. 

Present were Tavia Patusky, Kevin Shaffer, Vicki Burns, Chris Lucas,  Michele Jacobs, Jack
Sacchetti,  Jessica Rennenkampf,  Dana Haynes-Powell, Lisa Goldblatt, Bob Berlett, Steven
Hess, Cathy Weiss and Larry Sorkin.

Agenda: The agenda was approved 

Minutes: The minutes were approved as presented..

Chair Update and Group Discussion

Ground rules set for the meeting that each member will have 3 minutes to share their
observations so that everyone can get a chance.  

Jessica indicated that she would be back to doing group fitness classes by next Tuesday.  

Cathay indicated it was good to be back at SSC and she sees lots of new faces.  She added that
she missed seeing some old friends but commented that she was happy we were able to keep up
with so many of our regular instructors.  Commented that the arena looked great and she was
happy to see some new class offerings which everyone seemed pleased about.  

Jack commented that he takes about 14 classes a week and that he rarely sees the classes
reaching their max capacity. Jack tells members that may be on a waitlist to come anyway since
there often is room but does advise that there is no guarantee. He thinks that the instructors need
to better coordinate the placement of stations so that more can fit and last minute folks can be
accommodated.  

Larry had no major fitness feedback but did want to mention that Hobbits Tennis did great this
summer. 

Michele had an injury and has not been in the club much but mentioned that it was nice hearing
from classmates and the instructor while she was out. 

Steve questioned the increase in capacity with the metrics for covid increasing. He indicated
having been in public safety that he gets updated information and was concerned about people
making smart decisions. Steve was also concerned with late arrivals and suggested we enforce
policy on lateness. Steve mentioned that Les Mills app is glitchy sometimes but said that
Sharonda was good at adapting.

Bob indicated he is not playing much tennis but likes the interaction with the new tennis
committee and chair. He indicated that a volunteer appreciation this year would not be at holiday
but in April ish. He told the group that the USTA leagues are filling in lots of space which was
great.  



Dana commented that with increased numbers in classes she is wearing a mask and tells others to
wear a mask if they are concerned. She spoke about our app being down or timing out a good bit
and the fact that many find it cumbersome. She said that people want more of the International
Dance Around the World and more pop up classes like kettlebell and dance. She indicated that it
would be good in her opinion to have the my music classes list the music format so that members
know in advance what the selection is like My Music Soul Cycle. Tavia mentioned that
participants can give the instructor's feedback.  She brought up a rumor that Anthony and
Margaret were leaving but Vicki clarified that it was temporary for a surgery and indicated a plan
was in place to cover it. She brought up that AC has 17 bikes-15 matrix and 2 others. She
suggested that we communicate to all class participants that they need to arrive early for class set
up but likes flexibility that instructors show. She also suggested that Wednesday yoga at SSC
should be modeled like the Saturday schedule. Dana shared the feedback from other members
that they would like some instructors to be able to start mixing up new releases sooner than 3
weeks.

Vicki mentioned that she encourages the instructors to close the door for when class starts and
she indicated that she would work on the suggestions mentioned above. She added that step
instructors are hard to find at this time. Dana indicated she is not a fan of closing the door at
SSC.  

Tavia reiterated that members should share music suggestions with instructors and told all the
relief was coming for SSC with the install of mounted cooling vents.  

S&F Updates

Tavia updated the group on the CA moves program, Festive Fridays, Member Appreciation Days
and the CA Points Program. Staff indicated to the group that feedback does not need to wait until
the survey or this meeting and that participants are welcome to email the individual GMs as
needed to get quicker satisfaction with their concerns.  Tavia gave updates on Community
Engagement, Walk with a Doc which got moved into SSC due to weather but all welcomed.   

Staff reminded the group that Budget sessions looking for feedback will be coming up and their
participation representing the Fitness users is crucial.  Staff will send updates to the group or the
info can be found on the CA website.  

Club Updates

Jessica asked the group if there were any questions on the Club Reports-none mentioned.  

Next meeting date was established to be February 6, 2023 and it will be virtual at 7pm. 
Reach out to Kevin if they know of any members who would like a link to view the
meeting.    

Meeting adjourned at 8:03pm.  


